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Please use the same picture as last edition – cottages in Durgates etc.

Durgates 1930
*****
The HISTORY SOCIETY is always very grateful to people who respond to our requests for information and who help when we are asked
difficult questions. Janis Testot‐Newick was able to tell us the answer which I posed about the picture above in the last Newsletter.
The little building to the left of the Cottages was a cobbler’s, run by her Aunt Hilda.
Others have helped with the origins of some of the nicknames I mentioned: Newton Thomsett became “Newt”. Cath Molineux
explained about her great grandad, Truggy Brooker, who was a gardener at Monks Park in the 1880s. His real name was Henry and
he was born in 1862 and died in 1933; his father was Jesse Brooker b 1832, d 1892. They were both domestic servants and
gardeners. Working at Monks Park, Henry lived at Old Monks where Cath’s own dad would be born, and Old Monks was built for
Henry to live in as it was part of the estate. The family assumes he was called “Truggy” because they think he actually made trugs.
Peter Mulleneux gave us the information about “Doggie” Ellis who was the father of Jack, who was the one whose pony and cart
took him home after drinking rather too much at the pub. Jack was a “chucker‐out” at the Greyhound and Dick, his second son, was
also a chucker‐out and often as “drunk as a fiddler’s bitch”. Apparently, drunk in charge of a cart, he did a complete back
somersault and was “laid out on the road like a starfish”.
Anecdotes like that, keep us going so please keep them coming in.

For updated news and information about the
Wadhurst History Society, please consult
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www.wadhursthistorysociety.org n extra‐ordinary
Talks until the end of 2016/January 2017.
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Wed. 9th November: A Meander through the Victorian Weald
with the help of Paul Gillies and his Victorian Lantern slides.
Wed. 7th December: AGM and a Christmas Entertainment with
Wadhurst’s own Polyphony. A short business meeting with
mulled wine and mince pies and then singing with friends.
Ightham Mote: Life Upstairs
Thursday 12th January:
Downstairs by Heather Woodward.

Markwicks
Cousley Wood
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And the good news is that the 2017 programme devised by
Arthur looks as stimulating and interesting as this year’s as
you will see on your Membership cards.
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St Paul’s Cathedral survives the blitz while surrounding
buildings burn

Raymond treated us to his memories of WW2 when he
was a small boy in NW London. He brought with him
his collection of memorabilia including sound
recordings accumulated over the years.
When the war started, Raymond was just five and
starting school. It was clearly fixed in his mind where
the halfway mark was between home and school. If he
heard the siren he had to run either home or to school
depending on how far he had gone. He and his siblings
therefore walked as slowly as possible for the first half
and then had to run at top speed so as not to be late. At
school the discipline was severe as most of the proper
teachers had been called up leaving just the old retired
ones. The windows were all taped up because the ACKACK were nearby.
Gas-masks had their uses as a handy weapon to defend
yourself or for having fun steaming them up. Raymond
had several different styles of gas-mask, but fortunately
none was ever needed. He also had a hand-made crystal
wireless set made in 1942 with fine copper wire wound
on a toilet roll.
Because of the heavy bombing on Hendon Aerodrome,
rather than risk sending their children to Canada, his
parents decided to build a shelter by excavating under

******
www. wadhursthistorysociety.org
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became known as the Pilgrim Fathers, left for America
from Falmouth on 5th September 1620. The enterprise
got off to a poor start as its sister ship the Speedwell
had to abandon its voyage after becoming unseaworthy.
Mayflower, 70ft long with 102 passengers and a crew
of 30, took around 65 days to make it to Plymouth
Rock. Conditions on board must have been horrendous.
After their first winter 51 had died and the rest were in
poor health. A famous voyage, perhaps, but not exactly
a great success.
The voyage of the Bounty under the command of
William Bligh to Tahiti in 1787 was the third voyage
described. Bligh has been depicted as a bad captain but
in fact he was a very experienced sailor having been
sent to sea aged seven. On the Bounty he was the only
commissioned officer. Their journey to collect
breadfruit was delayed by bad weather around Cape
Horn and, when they arrived, they found that breadfruit
were out of season. Discontent among the crew grew
and, led by Fletcher Christian, they mutinied on 28th
April 1789. Bligh and 18 loyal supporters were set
adrift in a lifeboat intended for twelve.
Bligh's
expertise as a navigator enabled them to survive a
voyage of 3618 miles to Timor, having only lost one
man during the journey. Bligh later became governor of
New South Wales and ended his career as a Vice
Admiral in 1817.
The fourth voyage David described was that of the
Lutine. Originally a French ship she was rebuilt as a 38gun frigate in 1759. She sailed from Yarmouth in 1799
carrying one and a half million in gold bars intended to
pay Russian soldiers fighting Napoleon in Holland.
Again bad weather played its part and Lutine ran
aground and due to strong currents and shifting sands
the ship was swallowed without trace.
Only two
members of the crew survived and the gold, in spite of
many attempts, has never been recovered. The ship
was insured by Lloyds of London for £100 million in
modern terms. The bell from the ship (The Lutine Bell)
is no longer rung when a ship is lost at sea.
Finally he related the events that lead to the death of
Lord Kitchener aboard the cruiser HMS Hampshire
on 5th June 1916. He was en route to Archangel to
bolster relations with the Russians. Departing from
Scapa Flow the ship was sailing up the west coast of
Orkney. HMS Hampshire sailed into a mine field and
only twelve men survived of the 650 men lost,
Kitchener and his staff of twelve being among them.
The loss was a huge blow to the people of England. All
sorts of rumours circulated including security leaks,
plots to get rid of Kitchener and the strange fact that
none of his staff were among the survivors.

the house. Raymond was very proud of this air-raid
shelter and showed it to his friends. The entrance was
via a trapdoor in the kitchen floor. He loved sleeping
down there as it was equipped with bulkhead lights and
he could pretend he was in a submarine like he had seen
in the war films on his weekly trip to the cinema.
His father was an auxiliary fireman so Raymond was
aware of their activities: how at fire practice the firemen
were dressed in suits and ties and how his father rescued
a lady from the top floor when a doodlebug hit Electra
house only to find that in the offices below he was
treading on a carpet of whisky and gin bottles. There is a
plaque in St Paul’s Cathedral commemorating the day
his father and the firefighters saved the cathedral from
incendiaries during the blitz.
Raymond does not remember ever being frightened,
rather he was surrounded by a happy family and did not
really understand what was going on. It seems the house
was full of people in uniform who would give him hard
army chocolate and sometimes sweets from Canada.
By the end of the war he could recite ‘David
Copperfield’ by heart as it was read to them so often.
And he remembers the big bonfire in the road the day
the war ended and he was ten.

September 2016:
EPIC VOYAGES IN HISTORY
by David Clark

Joan Grace

David Clark’s talk featured five memorable voyages,
some made by intrepid explorers and navigators and
some which ended in disaster. He is an expert model
maker and displayed a dozen examples of his work.
The first voyage he described was that of Sir Francis
Drake who set off with a fleet of five ships from
Plymouth in 1577 to
circumnavigate the earth.
His ship, The Pelican,
later renamed the Golden
Hind, was the only ship to
complete the voyage.
Others either turned back
or were lost at sea. In the
course of the voyage he captured from the Spanish huge
quantities of gold, silver and jewellery, the equivalent of
half a billion pounds in modern terms. As the Spanish
would be awaiting his return, he attempted to return via
the Northwest Passage but gave up and continued across
the Pacific to land in the East Indies. He then sailed
across the Indian Ocean around The Cape of Good Hope
to Sierra Leone to land finally in Plymouth in 1580.
The second voyage was that of the Mayflower. The
religious group escaping religious persecution, which

This last account ended an evening filled with tales of
endeavour, courage and sheer bad luck.
John Preston
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serve in the field were sent to a commando training
centre at Arisaig in Scotland where they were trained in
armed and unarmed combat skills by two former
Inspectors in the Shanghai Municipal Police and
practised sabotage techniques by pretending to blow up
the West Highland Railway between Fort William and
Mallaig.
Agents also received training in security,
demolition methods, morse code telegraphy, camouflage
and parachuting. Considerable care and ingenuity was
devoted to providing agents with appropriate clothing
and equipment. The establishments responsible for
experimentation and production of equipment were
located in the home counties and equipped agents with
authentic local clothing (often acquired from refugees),
personal effects such as forged identity papers and
ration books and means of concealing weapons,
explosives or radios. A wide range of radios, weapons,
explosive devices and booby traps were developed at a
former hotel outside Welwyn Garden City known as the
ISRB (Inter Services Research Bureau), The output of
the ISRB, with its combination of technological
sophistication and an inspired zaniness (exemplified by
such lethal inventions as exploding rats), undoubtedly
inspired Ian Fleming (a close associate of the SOE) to
create Q, the provider of gadgetry to James Bond.
In the second half of her talk Gilly described several
successful missions undertaken by the SOE. These
included:

October 2016:

CHURCHILL’s SECRET ARMY –
SPECIAL OPERATIONS EXECUTIVE
Gilly Halcrow
The Special Operations Executive (SOE) was
established by Churchill during World War 2 to conduct
espionage, sabotage and reconnaissance in occupied
Europe. Gilly’s lecture was designed as a tribute to the
brave men and women who parachuted behind enemy
lines to, in Churchill’s words, ‘Set Europe Ablaze’. All
fees donated for delivering this talk are donated to the
Dougie Dalzell MC Memorial Trust. Dougie Dalzell,
who was at school in Sevenoaks, was killed in
Afghanistan in 2010 on his 27th birthday while
commanding a platoon of the Coldstream Guards. This
fund was set up in his memory to support injured
soldiers.
The inspiration behind the formation of the SOE was
Churchill’s admiration of guerrilla warfare, something
he acquired as a result of his experiences during the
Boer war. The organisation, also known as “Churchill's
Secret Army", was established by the Minister of
Economic Warfare, Hugh Dalton, in July 1940 and had
its London headquarters in Baker Street. Because its
activities were concealed for security reasons, few
people were aware of SOE’s existence and, at least
initially, its formation was greeted with scepticism and
even hostility by the military establishment. However,
following the appointment of Major-General Colin
Gubbins as Director in 1943, relations improved.
SOE directly employed or controlled just over 13,000
people, about 3,200 of whom were women. People
from all classes and pre-war occupations served in SOE.
In most cases, the primary quality required of an agent
in the field was an intimate knowledge of the country in
which he or she was to operate and especially its
language. Exiled or escaped members of the armed
forces of occupied countries were often sources of
agents.
The organisation was prepared to ignore many
contemporary social conventions to further its aims.
Thus it employed several known homosexuals and
criminals (using them to teach such potentially useful
skills as lock-picking) and was prepared to use women,
not merely as support staff, but in combat roles. Those
women sent into the field were trained both in unarmed
combat and in the use of weapons. Most were
commissioned into either the First Aid Nursing
Yeomanry (FANY) or the Women's Auxiliary Air
Force. The scale to which women were employed was
kept secret since it was considered that their use would
not meet with public approval.
Agents received intensive training in a network of
training establishments (often country houses) widely
distributed throughout the country. Those destined to
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SOE’s first operation, Operation Harling, in
which Colonel Eddie Myers was parachuted
into Greece and with assistance of local
partisans blew up the viaduct at Gorgopotamos
on the railway linking Thessaloniki and the port
of Piraeus. This disrupted the movement of
supplies to the German Panzer Army in Africa.
The destruction of a heavy water plant at
Telemark in Norway in a series of actions
undertaken
by
SOE-trained
Norwegian
commandos. This prevented the Nazi
Germany from acquiring deuterium oxide which
could have given it the ability to produce
nuclear weapons.
The assassination of Obergruppenführer
Reinhard Heydrich the sadistic “Protector” of
Bohemia and Moravia in Prague on 27th May
1942
by Jozef Gabčík
and Jan Kubiš
Wounded in the
(Operation Anthropoid).
attack, Heydrich died of his injuries on 4th June.
 Tragically his death led to a wave of
merciless reprisals by SS troops, including the
destruction of the village of Lidice and the
murder of its inhabitants.

Snape Clock House Garden Party.
Besides the talks, this year’s delightful social event, the
Garden Party at Snape Clock House, was once again a
real success story. We are so grateful to Madelyn and
Philip Meredith who welcomed us so warmly and
ensured that we could wander at will through their
garden and meadow. This was particularly appreciated
when they were so concerned about Philip’s health.
The Garden Party was again enhanced by the music of
the Wadhurst Brass Band which set the scene
beautifully. We sat in comfort and sang along or just
kept time with our feet to the band’s usual mellifluous
playing. We are so lucky in Wadhurst to have such a
group of talented musicians, and that they were willing
to give up a Sunday afternoon for our entertainment.
Thank you very much indeed to our hosts and our
entertainers for a memorable afternoon and to Rachel
for co-ordinating it all.
We also thank all those unsung heroes and heroines who
set up the marquees the day before, baked cakes,
meringues and scones and made sandwiches by the
hundred, laid everything out and then served, washed up
and took it all back down again afterwards. Without
you it could not have happened. Thank you all very
much indeed.
*****
At a recent meeting I mentioned the Sussex dialect. This
was sent to us by Robert M Dunn of Edinburgh. - for
which we thank him.
James Richards (1866 – 1949), son of a farmworker in
Hailsham, had a newsagents shop in Tunbridge Wells.
He became a lay preacher and, writing under the
pseudonym of Jim Cladpole, put books of the Bible into
the old Sussex dialect which he loved.
PSALM 23:
De lord my shepherd be surelye I shall not lack.
He leads me into fresh green grass along de daily track.
And where de waters sweet flow gently, gently on He
leads me; and he maaks me feel dat I be He’s own son.
My soul he does restore and in right paths does guide
for He’s naame’s sake; and so dat I doant wander from
He’s side.
Yea, though I walk tween hills de shades of death all
through, of evil I wunt be afeardt acos I walk wid you.
Your kind of Sussex bat, your kind of Pyecombe crook,
they comfort me and ‘sure me I to you for help can
look.
A table you’ve prepared dere I may set and feast where
enemies be all around, you’ll see dey doant molest.
You’ve poured oil on my head as ef I was a king; my
cup of joy runs over loike a ever bubbling spring.
Goodness and marcy too shall surelye follow me all
through the days of earthly life wherever I may be.
And surelye after dat in de house of de Lord I’ll live for
ever. For dat be according to He’s word.

The car in which Heydrich was attacked.

Gilly then went on to give vivid accounts of the
exploits of two particularly brave and resourceful
agents:
* Nancy Wake, the model for Sebastian Faulk’s
fictional “Charlotte Gray”. She became a leading
figure in the Maquis
groups of the French
Resistance and was one of the Allies' most
decorated servicewomen of the war.
* Forrest Yeo-Thomas worked in Occupied France,
supporting the resistance and gathering vital
information as a spy from influential Nazis. In 1944,
he was betrayed and captured and was subjected to
brutal torture by the Gestapo, including repeated
submersion in ice-cold water and innumerable
beatings. After several escape attempts, he was sent
to Buchenwald concentration camp and after an
almost unbelievable sequence of ordeals, including
being deliberately infected with typhoid to effect a
change of identity, he eventually reached Allied
lines in April 1945.
In concluding Gilly paid tribute to all the other agents too numerous to mention individually – who willingly
and selflessly undertook highly perilous missions and, in
so doing helped to shorten the war significantly.
Tragically some such as Violette Szabo, were betrayed
and suffered torture and death at the hands of the
Gestapo. After the war, the SOE was officially
dissolved on 15 January 1946.
As a moving postscript Gilly revealed why she had been
inspired to research and prepare this talk. Her father,
Colonel Ernest van Maurik, was an SOE veteran. His
distinguished career included a period as an instructor at
Arisaig (during which he trained those that would
undertake the assassination of Heydrich) and a series of
missions in Malta and Occupied France. In 1944, he was
parachuted into France to visit Maquis camps and
successfully organised the airdrops of stores, guns,
explosives, medicines and clothing which they had been
struggling to obtain. On one occasion he was taking two
Russian NKVD agents to London in a car driven by a
young FANY. To his irritation the car kept breaking
down and the two had a heated argument. This young
woman was destined to become his wife and Gilly’s
mother. Altogether, an enthralling talk.
Arthur Dewar
*****
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In preparation for the 2016 Annual General Meeting n the Commemoration Hall on

Wednesday 7th December 7.30 for 8 pm,

please find herewith the Minutes of last year’s AGM and the Financial Report for the year 2015/2016.

Minutes of the Twelfth Annual General Meeting of the Wadhurst History Society
held on
Wednesday, 9th December 2015 in the Commemoration Hall, Wadhurst
1. 60 members attended. Apologies for absence were received from Rachel Ring, Sheila Mansfield, Rosemary Collins,
Gill James, Harriet Phipson, Martin and Celia Turner and Madelyn Meredith.
2. The Acceptance of the Minutes of the AGM on Wednesday, 10th December 2014 were agreed unanimously,
proposed by Suzanne Munday, seconded by Pauline Willis and signed by the Chairman, Heather Woodward, who
welcomed those present and thanked them for coming.
3. Trustees’ Report: John Phipson, Independent Trustee but not a committee member, explained that the Trustees’ role
is to ensure that the objectives of WHS as a registered Charity are pursued i.e. to promote interest and understanding in
the history of Wadhurst and its surrounding parishes and related subjects through monthly talks open to all, visits to
places of historical interest as well as research and publication of the results including through regular newsletters. The
Trustees must also ensure that the Society’s affairs are properly conducted. He was delighted to report that WHS fulfils
these objectives very well and on behalf of all the Members, the Trustees thanked the committee for all their efforts in
achieving such a satisfactory situation.
4. Chairman’s Report: Heather Woodward confirmed that 2015 had been an even busier year than 2014 and the
Society’s profile had been raised through the commemoration of the various anniversaries of the two World Wars, as
well as a highly successful fund-raising Spring Coffee Morning & Craft Fair and the recent Henry VIII sell-out Supper
evening definitely to be repeated! The promised publication to commemorate the Battle of Aubers Ridge, Wadhurst’s
Black Sunday, arrived in time for the major three-day Commemoration Exhibition in August.
For the latter,
considerable support was received both from members and the general public in lending all manner of family mementos
as well as helping throughout the weekend by acting as stewards, servers in the Officers’ Mess, welcoming visitors or
giving a reading every hour on the hour.
Alongside all the above, the Centre continued to draw in visitors seeking wide-ranging information, and Rachel had
again arranged for the sale of WHS Christmas cards, calendars and a delightful coloured notelet featuring the wild flower
meadow at the War Memorial during the summer of 2015. The Society’s fund-raising was increasingly important since
we now had to pay £1500 full rent for the Centre as originally negotiated, and the ongoing cost of additional storage
facilities and archiving material had to be covered. The Society was also hoping to acquire a suitable scanner in order to
Heather invited anyone interested in researching aspects of
back-up the collections in digital form as security.
Wadhurst’s history or helping with scanning or archiving to contact the committee. She finished by thanking everyone
involved in all these activities, particularly the committee, for making 2015 a year of real achievement.
5. Treasurer’s Report: Ian Adam-Smith confirmed that 2015 had been a year of high activity including the
publication of two books and the Society’s first major exhibition. The main fund-raising events were highly successful
and produced a combined profit of £1311 although this would have been more had not the Singleton excursion costs
spilled over from the previous year. Nonetheless this profit would not have covered our unusually high expenditure and
it was only thanks to several large donations amounting to over £4000 that we were able to preserve our cash position
and improve it by £707 to £6533. The increased membership fee had helped to offset a decline in membership numbers
from 195 to 163, with sales of books, calendars and cards amounting to £3658 keeping the loss on publications to a
manageable £1406. Archiving material costs have risen largely driven by the workload associated with archiving the
Bocking Collection but the Tabard Room costs had reduced by over £600 since the expiry of the original BT telephone
and broadband contract allowed for a better deal. The final result was a satisfactory surplus for the year of £1456.
The cost of providing a suitable home for all the photos and documents in the Society’s care was considerable and, as
mentioned previously by the Chairman, the rent for the Centre would now be much higher. The Society depended on
membership renewals, profits on fund-raising events and grants/donations which were difficult to forecast but he
expected the 2015-6 surplus to be somewhere between break-even and £1000. Ian concluded by thanking the Accounts’
examiner, Antony Willats, for his support. Approval of the Accounts was proposed by Mike Goolden and seconded by
Chris Ring.
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6. Talks’ Report: Arthur Dewar hoped that members had found the 2015 programme stimulating and enjoyable and
thanked those individuals who had put suggestions forward. For the coming year he hoped as usual to maintain a
balance between local topics and those of a wider relevance, ranging through different historical periods from medieval
to the recent post-war era. He was already working on the 2017 season but now felt that, after seven years, it might be
time for somebody else to take over the role. If there were somebody who would be interested in taking on this task, the
Committee would be pleased to hear from them.
7. Fund-Raising, Outings and History Centre Report: In Rachel’s absence, Heather read her reports starting with the
success of the various events as mentioned by previous speakers including the Christmas card and calendar sales, Spring
Coffee Morning & Fair, and then the August Exhibition. The attendance at the latter was way beyond that envisaged
and the end-result financially speaking was the icing on the cake. At the end of the year we had the visit from Henry
VIII over Supper which raised a further £1200. Rachel thanked all those members who had contributed in so many ways
throughout the year with fund-raising, often going way beyond the call of duty.
Next year (2016) several outings were in the pipeline including to Hampton Court on 15th April (£29.50), Chichester
Flower Festival on 4th June (£26.50) and a trip to Deal & Walmer Castles on the 15th September (around £28.10 but still
to be finalised). There would be a Table Top Sale on 7th May in the Hall, and it was hoped that there would be an
afternoon tea party on 17th July.
As far as the Centre was concerned, Rachel reported that there had been 71 visitors including some from other counties
or even overseas with a growing number of local people popping in whom she was always delighted to welcome. Their
reasons for coming were varied but most looked for help with family history or to do general research and some brought
items to give to the Society. Many enquiries come through the website, mainly from Canada and Australia. Display
boards were purchased for the August exhibition and extra storage cabinets for catalogued items, as well as some small
pictures and artefacts found on eBay. Mrs. Kate Burnell, Charlie Bocking’s daughter, transferred the care of his
collection into our care earlier in the year and cataloguing continues apace. The archiving team including Anthony and
Angela Cosham, and Brian Harwood, had been joined by Roberta Goodman and Pam Cleere. Vera Lawson had deposited
her husband Tom’s small collection of Footpaths’ Association maps and leaflets with the Society and we might also
acquire during 2106 a collection of Kent and Sussex Smugglers’ records. Rachel thanked all the committee who
stalwartly man the centre each Tuesday morning but appealed for additional people to join the rota: any members
prepared to help, were asked to contact Peta Hodges.
9. Election of committee members: All current members of the Committee were prepared to stand again but nobody
new was put forward to augment it. Those standing for the Committee are therefore:
Ian Adam-Smith,
Peta Hodges,
Rachel Ring

Anthony Cosham,
Sheila Mansfield,
Val Tunbridge

Arthur Dewar,
Philip Meredith,
Heather Woodward

Joan Grace,
Brenda Preston,

The Agenda for the Annual General Meeting of 2016 is anticipated to be as follows:
1. Those present and apologies.
2. The Acceptance of the Minutes of the AGM of December 2015
3. Trustees’ Report
4. Chairman’s Report including Reports from other Officers
5. Treasurer’s Report
6. Future Plans for the Society
7. Election of Committee Members: at least one member of the current Committee is having to stand down from the
Committee and so we would appreciate new volunteers. Please consider joining a lively group of people. Usually there
are about six Committee meetings a year.
8. Ideas from the Membership for Future Activities.
9. AOB
*********
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As we left, we paused, we looked out from the terrace
towards the Goodwin Sands and could see clearly how
this fort would have been impregnable.

Our visit to Deal and Walmer Castles.

We enjoyed another of Rachel’s impeccably organised
trips, this time to Deal and Walmer Castles which are
both under the custodianship of English Heritage.
Despite the vagaries of the English weather, we had a
lovely day exploring these two, so different from each
other, but both being part of Henry VIII’s chain of
military defences against the enemy across the Channel,
built in the one year of 1539/1540. We were fortunate
to have two good guides who explained their
individual stories with knowledgeable clarity.
DEAL CASTLE is relatively unchanged and
we, therefore, saw the building much the way it was
when it was first constructed. Our tour began at the
portcullis of the only entrance to the Castle on the
landward-side and we could really appreciate how
effective the elaborate system of defence would have
been in protecting the courtyard and keep, in case
enemy soldiers stormed the main
gate
or
succeeded in crossing the moat. Admittedly we
shall never know because those circumstances
never arose. So as the guide explained: “It’s all
theoretical”.

We then moved to WALMER CASTLE which has been
“gentrified” and became the residence of the Lords
Warden of the Cinque Ports in the 18th Century. The
Duke of Wellington, Lord Warden from 1829, died
there in 1852. He described Walmer Castle as “the most
charming marine residence I have ever seen”. Though
similar to Deal Castle, this castle is furnished and
relates particularly to the Lords Warden and their
staff. Included in their number using it as a country
house retreat were Lionel Sackville, 1st Duke of Dorset,
William Pitt the Younger and his niece Lady Hester
Stanhope who acted as his hostess, Lord North, the
Duke of Wellington, the 1st Marquis of Willingdon
whose wife altered rooms to be more suitable for
entertaining, Lord Beauchamp, Prime Minister Herbert
Asquith, Lord Curzon former Viceroy of India,
Winston Churchill, Robert Menzies former Prime
Minister of Australia, the Queen Mother the first female
Lord Warden and now Admiral of the Fleet, Lord
Boyce, appointed in 2004. The gardens including the
Queen Mother’s garden and the woodland are lovely
and the views across the Channel spectacular. The
weather allowed us to wander and it was a most
enjoyable adventure for us all. Thank you to Rachel
again and to “our” driver, Adrian.
*****

And now back to the Collections:
Snippets from the BOCKING Archives
Though it was summertime and many people were
away on holiday, work has continued in the Centre.
Recently this has focused on making things even more
efficient in there planning
future
fund-raising,
and cataloguing and indexing the items in the
Bocking and History Collection. After a relatively
brief history of Wadhurst at the beginning of the
Additional Material section (i.e. documents), Charlie
Bocking presented his material in alphabetical order
and
we
are
perpetuating
that
plan.
It has revealed some fascinating titbits of background,
as you can imagine:-

English Heritage Guide Book.

The building was not quite finished but was in
reasonable condition when Anne of Cleves dined here
after she disembarked nearby in December 1539 on her
way to become Henry VIII’s fourth wife.
We visited the living accommodation for the soldiers
and the great basement store rooms and then walked
through the complex and extraordinary defensible
passage which winds around behind the inner face of the
moat. The openings for the firing positions of the guns
allowed defenders to fire at attackers in the courtyard
and they overlook the face of the next bastion. This
meant that nobody could approach the keep without
becoming a target for the defenders.

In 1982, the plan was to establish a car park on
the market site which had recently been close and it
was eventually created behind the Greyhound.
The authorities promised there would be no double
yellow lines whilst there was still no car park:*.Dr Tudgay wrote a letter to the Courier which
they headed “Daily Chaos in village High Street”
and this led to vehement responses from Peter
Nash, then Chairman of the Parish Council
and Mrs Pat Wright, a county councillor,
defending their inability to
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married Mr R Tapsell, an ironmaster. By 1780, the
house was owned by the warden and fellows of
Wadham College and the vicars then had a “proper”
house to live in.
BC/AM/288

further plans because of circumstances beyond their
control and from Mr Edwardes-Jones explaining that the
Parish Council had no powers in the matter.
* In 1982, the “CAR PARK PROJECT runs into snag”
was the Kent and Sussex Courier headline and the
article opened with the telling sentence: “A maze of
legal, planning and financial wrangles are obstructing
plans for a car park in Wadhurst”.
* Later it continues: “Feelings have run very high in
Wadhurst over this particular problem.”
Nothing new here in Wadhurst !!!!!!!

Walking along the High Street, we really should look up
as well as all round us because there is a lot we can
learn. Take CRITTLES, for example:Originally it was a Baptist Chapel built almost opposite
the entrance to the market and it opened for religious
services around 1866/7 but in 1935/6, it was sold and
converted into business premises with living
accommodation. The buyer was Mr William Hemsley
of La Collina Gardens, Station Hill and he opened it as a
greengrocer and florist in December 1936.
Bill
Hemsley’s wife, Jenn, proved to be a most diligent and
efficient trustee of the Bocking Collection and we are
very grateful to her for all the work she did.
The Hemsleys sold the shop to Mr Ronald Jones in 1951
and he sold it to John Chapman in 1963 and then it was
taken over by Bill and Stella Crittle.
BC/AM/289

Then in 1986, the Station Car Park plans were backed
but single yellow lines were to be painted in the High
Street in order to restrict parking between 8 am and 6
pm. In May that year, Mrs Stephane Nash cut the
ribbon to open officially the car park near the site of the
old cattle market. In actual fact, it was built on the site
of what used to be a privately owned garden.
BC/AM/264
In 1984, the Wadhurst Church warden, ALLAN
CRAWFORD was about to set out on a very special visit
to the world’s loneliest island, the volcanic Tristan da
Cunha in the South Atlantic. It lies halfway between
Ascension and the Falklands.
Mr Crawford had first visited there in 1939 when he
joined a survey expedition which produced the
definitive map of the island and established long
friendships. He then served as a meteorologist there in
the war years when it was a strategic Atlantic
intelligence gathering point. He returned there in 1946
and took up stamp-designing. Sailors who were there
during the war bought what they needed with cigarettes.
Because the islanders wanted to put themselves on the
map, Mr Crawford took on the task of creating Tristan’s
first-ever stamp.
In 1980, he was called on again and designed a set of
stamps to celebrate the 150th anniversary of the Royal
Geographical Association. The journey from Cape
Town would take seven days and his arrival would be a
major event since they usually welcomed about three or
four people a year – the island’s remoteness deterred
tourists. The islanders speak only English incidentally.
BC/AM/267

And what about CHURCH GATE COTTAGES? Well, no
one now alive can say they have seen them!
CHURCH GATE COTTAGES were a pair of semidetached cottages which used to be immediately in front
of the Church adjoining Church Gate House.
“One of the pair had a large upper room and was used
by a Miss Waite as a private school”. However, that
statement was refuted by Mr T W G Boyes who said
that there had never been a school there. The school
according to Mr Boyes was in the White House.
The two cottages were at one time occupied by Mr
George Down, a boot repairer and by Mr Allan, a
member of the Salvation Army “with musical
tendencies”.
In January 1901, the Courier reported on suggested
improvements. The “dilapidated” cottages were bought
for £200 by Dr White with a view to pulling them down
and opening up the view of the Church.
Meanwhile the houses in Church Street are reputed to be
about 450 years old and they were bought by Mr R G
Edwardes-Jones in 1961 and were described as being
“unfit for further habitation”. Mr Edwardes-Jones of
Scrag Oak was determined that, though they had been
condemned, they would not be demolished and so he
took responsibility for restoring and modernising them..
The residents of the houses were re-housed in the new
council estate in Washwell Lane.
During the conversion of the six tiny cottages into three,
three tombstones were discovered in the cellar of No. 1.
Mr Edwardes-Jones’s builders pulled out all the
Victorian changes in the houses which “spoiled their
charm” and over the year it took, they made some other

What we now call the Old Vicarage hit the headlines in
March 1973: “Wadhurst Vicarage is a burden to the
parish”. It was at this point that a planning application
had been submitted for the building of a new vicarage
on glebe land overlooking the church at the rear.
The (Old) Vicarage was built about 1700 in the reign of
Queen Anne. In 1743, the then vicar, Samuel Bush,
lodged there with the then owner, John Legas, who was
in the process of building for himself Hill House. When
Mr Legas died in 1751, his niece inherited it and later
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When a farmer asked Dick, ”Have you counted those
sheep yet?”, his reply was “Yep, I counted ‘em all but
one, but ‘ee ran about so much, I couldn’t count of ‘ee”.
* An epitaph:
Here lies the mother of children seven
Three on earth and four in Heaven.
The four in Heaven preferring rather
To die with Mother, then live with Father.
* One old farmer called Bridger brought his son to be
baptised, giving ‘Beelzebub’ as the child’s name. As it
was in the Bible, the clergyman was obliged to use it.
Eventually, Bridger was persuaded to amend it to
Augustus Caesar. The same man went to the Great
Exhibition of 1851 with his wife. After a while they got
separated and his wife asked a policeman to find him.
When this was done, he asked the policeman how he
had found him among many thousands of people. “Well,
you see, sir, you are not dressed like other people”. This
was very true. He had fiery red hair plaited in a pigtail
and tied with a white satin ribbon. Moreover, he was
wearing a white smock, knee breeches and gaiters.
* Many parish clerk stories of the old days were
concerned with smuggling, with both the parsons and
the clerks being implicated. Sometimes the vicars were
not included in the plot and great pains were taken to try
and keep them in the dark.
Hove and Preston were once served by one clergyman
on alternate Sundays. Due at Hove one week, the vicar
arrived to find that no preparations had been made.
When he enquired the reason, he was politely informed,
“ This is Preston Sunday, sir”. “No, you are wrong. I
preached there last Sunday”.
The clerk persisted, the vicar remained firm. Finally the
clerk, completely exasperated, said, “You can’t preach
here today. The Church is full of tubs and the pulpit is
full of tea”.
*****
And from the Wadhurst History Society collection:
an extract from the Sussex Express 26th November 1915:

interesting discoveries: four pairs of gloves in a
bricked-in cupboard over the fireplace, one pair dated at
1760 went to the Sussex Archaeological Society and Mr
Edwardes-Jones kept one pair which was in good
condition. A gun ramrod was found upstairs and a
leather gun-case, which fell to pieces when it was
picked up. A half-penny marked 1735 was found
behind a fireplace and a set of teeth under the
floorboards in a front hall.
*****
The Lawson family have very kindly given us a copy of
Tom’s life story written shortly before his 80th birthday.
It opens with a delightfully ‘Tom-ish’ first paragraph:
I was born on 4th August 1921 and have the pleasure of
sharing my birthday with the Queen Mother. My birth
took place at the Parkside Municipal Maternity Home.
According to my mother, the nurses gave me the
nickname Sergeant Major because I made so much row.
Some of my friends would say cynically that I have not
changed much over almost eighty years. According to
family tradition I was brought home in a hansom cab.
Our home was in what one might call an upper
working class area. We were distinguished from the
great mass of terraced houses in the town by
The
possessing a handkerchief-sized front garden.
streets were cobbled with granite sets which, I
understand, gave a good grip to horses. Most of the
traffic was horse-driven and enterprising youths could
make some useful pocket money by shovelling up the
horse manure and selling it to the local allotment
holders. This was usually carried in small wooden
carts pulled by hand and used old pram wheels.
I had a very happy childhood. There was little traffic on
the streets so the boys organised themselves in gangs for
play in the street. There was a large variety of street
games which varied according to the season. These
included cricket with the wicket chalked on a
convenient wall. Football was more common in the
winter. This was played in the back street locally
known as the back alley. From time to time our game
would be interrupted by the arrival of a coal cart, the
fishman, the rag and bone man and so on. Other games
included rounders, locally known as dillies, fives played
against a house wall, marbles, tipcat, a home-made golf
course. There seemed to be an endless variety. I do not
ever remember being bored though memory may be
playing me false.
*****
From Sussex Tales of Mirth and Mayhem by Tony
Wales. (One of the many books in our Library)
* Dick Fillary of Horsham, was to meet a man at the
Fox and Hounds pub on the Worthing road so he made
the arrangements: “If you get there first, you just put a
stone on the wall. If I get there first, I’ll knock it off.”

LECTURE ON RUSSIA: The inhabitants of Wadhurst
and neighbourhood had the privilege of hearing Mr
Stephen Graham the " great Russian traveller",
on Friday evening, in the Drill Hall (now Kingsley
Court), in aid of the Russian Red Cross Society.
It was arranged by the vicar, the Revd Leslie
Stevenson, and the Baroness Knoop of South Park
who very kindly provided the Russian musician for
the musical entertainment and also the Russian flags
which were sold by Miss Stuart King dressed as a
Russian peasant and Mr Dunn dressed as a Cossack
officer. There was a large attendance and £20 was
raised.
SOUTH PARK became Wadhurst College. and is now
becoming luxury housing in Mayfield Lane as Wadhurst
Place. BARON KNOOP was the third owner of South
Park.
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Two Fund Raising Events:
Because our rent for the Wadhurst History Centre
has increased substantially while at the same time we
are having to provide the necessary costly archive
stationery and internet research, we are very
dependent on fund-raising events.
This Spring’s special evening is on

Notes from the Editor.
The next Newsletter should appear in about three
months’ time. It would be good to receive comments,
information and articles from Members for inclusion
and also any questions that you may have. Somebody
may well know the answer(s). Such contributions should
be sent to
The Editor, Chequers, Stone Cross Road, Wadhurst TN5
6LR or e-mailed to handew@waitrose.com before
FRIDAY 6TH JANUARY 2017.
_____________________________________________

Saturday 25th March 2017
Tony Harris (aka Henry VIII) returns
but this time he brings us

KISS ME GOODNIGHT, SERGEANT MAJOR
the story of D-Day.
Please put the date in your diaries. Further details
and cost in due course. We plan to have some
form of supper followed by the inimitable
presentation.
Those who attended his last
performance will know how entertaining the
evening was. Those who did not attend last time,
don’t miss out again! When tickets are available,
buy them quickly because we sold out last time.

Wadhurst
East Sussex
TN5 6QS

An Exhibition of

Fund Raisers:
The Wadhurst History Society is a small charity and is
having to raise funds very actively to support our efforts
for the benefit of the community of Wadhurst.

PORTRAITS OF WADHURST

Friday 9th and Saturday 10th June 2017
in the Commemoration Hall
The climax of the painting/drawing
competition for amateur artists.

Please help us by purchasing our 2017 calendar:
The WHS calendar this year features black and white
historic pictures and their coloured modern-day
equivalents. It is well worth the £8 which is all it
costs. Buy one for yourself but also send them
to friends across the world. They are on sale in
the Wadhurst History Centre, at Magpie, the
barbers, the post office and Carillon Cottage.

Besides the display, there will be craft
stalls, and the Artist’s Studio café
serving refreshments and light
lunches.
If you would like to take a stall for
£10, please contact Rachel on 783455.
Again fuller details will be published
in due course and we hope that you will be willing to
contribute as generously as usual and especially make
sure you join us, bringing your friends for coffee and
lunch. Offers of help in the kitchen and café would
be much appreciated.

Christmas Cards, (£1.50), blank Wadhurst
Flower cards (£1,50) and packs of six
Lovely flower Notelets (£3.50) are also available.

Wadhurst History Society Publications
Wadhurst - Then and Now, a study in pictures
£12
Victorian Wadhurst
£9
The Last Prize Fight
£4
Wadhurst Back in Time: 1901 - 1936
£15
£10
Wadhurst’s Black Sunday: 9th May 1915
Wadhurst in the Second World War
£12
The Day Wadhurst Changed, January 1956
£9
A Brief History of George Street
£4
Wadhurst: Town of the High Weald (2nd Edition) £12.50
Tom Lawson’s Diary of a Young Man – 1940
£13.99

Posters with full details about the Competition are all
round the village and we hope that many of you
will enter your mounted paintings of Wadhurst. The
cost of each entry will be £1 with the size limited
to A3 maximum.
There is no limit to the
number of entries and we hope to display as
many of them as possible.
To see more of our archives, consult our website:
www.wadhursthistorysociety.org

All the above are available at WHS meetings, from the
Centre on Tuesday mornings, from Barnett’s Bookshop
and the Post Office.
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